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Chapter 2193 

“Roar!” 

At this moment, bursts of beasts roared, followed by screams! 

When David and Liu Rui heard it, they hurried to the place where the voice 

came from! 

But when they arrived, they found several warrior corpses lying on the ground! 

These warriors are not from the Tianlei faction. They should be from a certain 

family. They may have sneaked in when the Tianlei faction was blocked and 

the mountains were locked! 

But the strength of these people is too low, and they can only find their own 

way to go down into this cave without authorization! 

Looking at the beasts, David pulled out the Dragon Slaying Sword and 

followed Liu Rui to attack! 

You must know that these beasts are also resources, and soon a few bright 

beast pills were taken into their pockets by David! 



However, there are still beasts in the Kunlun Mountains.It was unexpected by 

David! 

Don’t know what to find next! 

At this moment, deep in the forest, a clearing! 

Several people in strange costumes gathered together, and beside these 

people, there were also the corpses of several beasts! 

The clothes on these people are embroidered with flame patterns, and the 

breath on their bodies is also a bit weird! 

It is obvious at a glance that these people are evil cultivators! 

“The sect leader is not here, we have to guard here. If we can take the ruins of 

the Narcissus Palace as our own, then we will no longer be afraid of the three 

sects and six sects!” 

An old man said with a gloomy expression. 

“Great Protector, can you really be sure that this is the ruins of the Narcissus 

Palace?” 

“It is impossible for other sects not to send people for such a big change.” 

Another person asked. 

“Don’t worry, we are the closest to here. When people from other sects arrive, 

we have found the ruins of the Narcissus Palace, and we have it for ourselves!” 

“This time the leader went to the Medicine Refinement Sect and failed to 

obtain resources, so we can only rely on Burning Heaven Sect. It ‘s my own.” 

The 

Great Protector said. 



“But when the leader is leaving, we must be careful and wait for him to come 

back.” 

Another person said. 

“Don’t come again when you can’t miss the opportunity. If you wait for the 

leader to come back, maybe the ruins of Narcissus Palace have already been 

looted by others!” 

“Now we have set up formations everywhere, as long as someone comes in, 

they can be trapped for a while until we find them. The ruins of the Narcissus 

Palace, I believe the sect master will definitely reward us.” 

“At that time, we will no longer have to live in hiding on this mountain!” The 

Great Protector’s eyes flashed with light, and his face was full of confidence! 

“We all follow the arrangements of the Great Protector!” 

Several people nodded. 

“Okay, then let’s continue to set off now.” The 

Great Protector waved his hand, and several people disappeared in the depths 

of the forest in an instant! 

Just after the people from Burning Tianzong left, where they were resting, a 

green mist began to fill the forest! 

There are many places in the whole forest like this place with green mist! 

At this moment, David followed Liu Rui continuously towards the depths of 

the forest! 

David’s consciousness spreads. In this kind of place, David can only rely on his 

consciousness to identify the direction! 



However, David and Liu Rui feel that they have walked for a long time, but it 

seems that they have not moved the place! 

Because all the places we walked were trees, and now there are still trees on 

both sides, and there is no change! 

“Mr. Chen, do you think we will stay where we are? Why do I feel like we are 

still in the same position after walking for a long time.” 

“And now I can’t even hear a sound, and there are no beasts.” 

Liu Rui faced with some fear David asked. 

David frowned slightly, then shook his head, “Impossible, although the trees 

on both sides are the same, haven’t you noticed that the poisonous fog 

around you is getting thicker and thicker? And it started to turn from black to 

green…” 

David said so As soon as he said it, Liu Rui realized that, at some point, the 

surrounding fog had slowly turned green. 

Chapter 2194 

However, when Liu Rui took Jiedu Dan, the poisonous mist had no effect on 

her, so Liu Rui didn’t pay too much attention along the way! 

David closed his eyes slightly, and then suddenly took a breath, sucking the 

poisonous mist into his body! 

Immediately afterwards, David’s brows furrowed. 

“Mr. Chen, what’s the matter? What’s the difference between this poisonous 

mist?” 

Liu Rui hurriedly asked. 



“The poisonous fog at the beginning was naturally formed, and these 

poisonous fogs are artificially created.” 

“It seems that we have entered someone else’s formation, no wonder we have 

been unable to get out!” 

David It was only at this time that they discovered that they had entered the 

formation by mistake! 

The reason why David didn’t find out at first was because he was careless. 

 

And this formation is definitely not something that ordinary sects can set up. It 

must be a master of magic, and with this green poisonous mist, the opponent 

may be an evil cultivator! 

“Mr. Chen, someone set up a formation here, could it be that Tong Youcai?” 

“After all, they came in before us, so they should be right in front of us!” 

Liu Rui asked. 

David shook his head again, “This shouldn’t be set by Tong Youcai. He doesn’t 

have the ability. There must be other people besides the Tianlei faction. Now 

we have to be careful!” 

David reminded Liu Rui After all, it is very dangerous for a group of unknown 

people to suddenly appear here! 

Because they don’t know whether the other party is an enemy or a friend, and 

the other party is still in the dark, they are in the light! 

“Then what should we do? Can you break this formation?” 

Although Liu Rui is a god of war, he doesn’t know anything about this 

formation! 



“For me, this kind of small magic circle breaks with just a wave of my hand!” 

David said confidently. 

David’s eyes really couldn’t be caught by such a small formation. If he hadn’t 

been careless at the beginning, David wouldn’t have been trapped in this 

formation! 

At the same time, the people from Fen Tian Sect who had already left 

suddenly stopped! 

“Great Protector, what’s wrong?” 

Someone asked the Great Protector. 

“Someone broke into our formation, black and white are impermanent, you 

two go and see, if you can catch people, you can use them to exchange 

resources!” 

“If they resist, kill them, no matter whether they are Who, do you understand?” 

The 

Great Protector said to the guy with two skin colors: one white and one black. 

“Don’t worry, the guardian, our brothers promise to complete the task…” 

After speaking, the black and white impermanent figure instantly disappeared 

into the thick fog! 

At this time, David was flipping his hands, and the huge suction force caused 

the poisonous mist around him to be sucked by David! 

And with the golden light, the surrounding space appeared a wave of water-

like fluctuations! 

But at this moment, David frowned and shouted, “Who is sneaking, get out…” 



Accompanied by David’s angry shout, the voice came out far away with rolling 

spiritual power! 

“I didn’t expect that there are experts in the hidden world who can break our 

formation so quickly…” 

With a loud voice, a black and white impermanent figure appeared! 

Both are wearing weird outfits and have a big flame pattern on their chests! 

It’s just that the skin color of the two people is very special! 

One was pale, as if he had vitiligo. 

And the other one with a dark complexion, who I don’t know, thought it was a 

kind of fu**ing borrowed from abroad! 

This contrast makes it very funny for the two of them to stand together, but 

both of them exude the breath of a fourth-rank Martial God. With such 

strength, I am afraid that no one dares to laugh at them! 

“Fen Tianjiao? You are actually members of the Burning Tianjiao?” 

After seeing these two people appear, Liu Rui’s face clearly showed a trace of 

panic! 

 


